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Meet Daniel, a dedicated driver and maintenance expert 

at SOS Children's Villages in Kenya, Meru location.  

His incredible journey began in August 1997 when he 

joined SOS Children's Villages as a casual worker at the 

BuruBuru Technical School.  

Unbeknownst to him at the time, this marked the beginning of a lifelong dedication to fostering a caring 

haven for underprivileged children.  

As a maintenance specialist, Daniel diligently tends to the family homes, making certain they offer a secure 

and cosy space the children can wholeheartedly embrace as their own. 

In his role, Daniel takes care of the family houses, ensuring that they are safe and comfortable for the 

children to call home. From plumbing to electrical work and woodwork, he combines his skills to ensure 

everything is okay. 

Daniel's journey took an exciting turn when he learned woodwork at the BuruBuru Technical School.  

With his newfound skills, he embarked on a remarkable project, crafting furniture for all SOS Children's 

Villages in East Africa.  

Daniel’s passion knows no bounds, his exceptional craftsmanship has left an indelible mark, positively 

impacting the lives of countless children throughout the region. From Kenya and Uganda to the culturally 

rich lands of Burundi, Tanzania, Rwanda, and Djibouti, his creative journey has touched homes far and 

wide. 

Kahindi’s unwavering dedication to his artistry, he embarked on these meaningful voyages, personally 

overseeing the installation of each exquisitely crafted piece. His meticulous attention to detail ensured 

that every furniture item was set up with perfection before he would graciously move on to the next 

venture. As a result, his work has not only adorned these homes but also contributed to creating nurturing 

environments where children can thrive and flourish. 

His attention to detail was unparalleled as he left no stone unturned, ensuring perfection in every aspect 

before gracefully transitioning to the next project. 

When the need for furniture-making subsided, he embraced the opportunity to contribute to the 

construction of the Meru villages in 2005, where he made furniture for all the houses while also handling 

plumbing and electrical work. 



As the villages flourished, a former Programme Director recognized Daniel's exceptional skills and 

requested him to stay as the maintenance person. Embracing the role wholeheartedly, he has now been 

taking care of the SOS Children's Villages in Meru for an impressive 25 years. 

Daniel takes immense pride in the uniformity and quality of the furniture he created. 

 He shares, "The SOS Children's Villages houses in East Africa might look a bit different, but you will note 

that the furniture all looks the same and is of high quality." 

If given the chance to meet Herman Gmernier, the visionary founder of SOS Children's Villages, Daniel 

would express his heartfelt gratitude for the immense impact the organization has had on countless 

children worldwide. 

Daniel Kahindi Ndururu's deep commitment to the welfare of vulnerable children and his extraordinary 

craftsmanship have truly made a lasting impact on SOS Children's Villages in East Africa. His journey stands 

as a testament to the remarkable influence that dedication, skill, and love can have in shaping a better 

future for those who are most in need of support. 
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